
Galangal Ale (Just a variation on my Ginger Ale recipe) 

It came out great, with a Christmas tree/evergreen smell and light flavor.  Our boys absolutely loved it 
(the non-alcoholic version of course) and I’ll make it again.  It was a bit too sugary for me, and I think it 
can be cut down while not affecting fermentation.  

1. Clean EVERYTHING and rinse.  All bottles, pots, and equipment must be clean, but with no soap 
residue. 

2. Start with about 5 oz (~144 grams)of peeled galangal.  Chop galangal into small enough pieces 
that it can fit easily in your blender. 

 
 

3. Blend until it is finely diced (almost a “mush”).   
4. Dissolve 2 cups of sugar in 2 cups of water and add in galangal.

 
5. Bring mixture to a light boil then turn off heat.  Let it sit and cool for 1 hour. 



(What you just made is a “galangal syrup”.  At this point you can bottle it and just add it to sparkling 
water or whatever else you want.  We will use it for fermentation. In pictures below you will see some 
syrup in a small bottle with a cork.) 

6. After mixture has cooled filter the mixture to remove galangal. 

 
 

7. Rinse galangal with 6 cups of water. 
8. Add lime juice or other flavoring. (I added 1-2 tablespoons of lime juice). 
9. Add in 1/3 teaspoon of yeast.  Since we are not going for a high alcohol content, baking yeast is 

fine. I like to use Fleischmann’s Active Dry Yeast. 

 

 

10.  Whisk the yeast into the liquid.  It must be well mixed because (in this method) we will be 
pouring directly into bottles for fermentation.  



 
 

11.  Pour into bottles.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
12. If you use lock top bottles (like I did) you MUST “vent” the bottle once a day to release carbon 

dioxide.  If not, the bottle WILL explode and send glass flying around.  This happened to the clear 
bottle in the picture (luckily, I had put it in a plastic shopping bag so the glass was contained.) 

13. Let the bottle sit at room temperature in a dark place or covered with a towel.  (Again, if you are 
new at this put it in a box or a bag in case the bottle explodes). 

14. After 2 days it will be ready to drink – with little to no alcohol.  Drink, or move it into the fridge 
to slow/stop fermentation.  If you let it sit for another 4-5 days you will likely get a small to 
reasonable alcohol content (2-3% ABV was the most I ever got in ginger ale from this basic 
recipe after a week or two of fermentation). 

 

 



 

15. If you did not want to use a “lock top” bottle you could likely use a screw top bottle (like from 
wine or a beer growler) to do fermentation in.  I’ve been using this method and have had good 
success but you have to drink within a week or so.   I typically use lock tops when I make normal 
beer and other beverages that need to sit for weeks or months. 


